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When Zoe learns that she is a descendant from Salem and is a witch. What does her power do to 
anyone she has sex with? 

Violent haemorrhaging and death 

What Louisiana city is the private school Zoe's parents send her to, to teach her how to survive as a 
witch? 

New Orleans 

What is the name of the spoilt teenage movie star who can move objects with her mind? Madison Montgomery 
What magical power does Queenie have? Human voodoo doll 
Which witch owns and runs the school? Cordelia Foxx 
Who is the witch that was burned at the stake? Misty Day 
What is the relationship between Fiona Goode and Cordelia Foxx? Mother and Daughter 
Madison was drugged and gang-raped at a frat party, what does she do to the frat boys in revenge? Uses her powers to overturn the bus, 

killing most of them 
Whose 'House of Horrors' does Nan lead the witches to tour during a field trip? Madame LaLaurie's 
Why does Zoe rape one of the surviving frat boys in the hospital? To kill him in for raping Madison 
Fiona is constantly seeking to be perpetually what? Young and beautiful 
Who was dug up from an unmarked grave and still alive? Madame Delphine LaLaurie 
Who gave Delphine immortality elixir, killed her family and buried her alive 180 years ago? Voodoo Priestess, Marie Laveau 
Where does Fiona first find the still living Voodoo Priestess, Marie Laveau? Beauty Salon 
Which frat boy do Zoe and Madison cast a resurrection spell in order to bring back from the dead? Kyle 
Who is the reclusive Necromancer who Zoe seeks help from? Misty Day 
What power does Madison develop after an encounter with new neighbours, the Ramseys? Pyrokinesis 
What does a weakened Fiona believe has caused her to develop terminal cancer? One of the student's rising to take her 

place as the Supreme 
Who does Fiona believe to be the next Supreme after hearing of her growing powers? Madison 
After being told by her doctor that she can never have a baby, who does Cordelia go to for help? Marie Laveau 
As punishment for her crimes of torture and abuse of slaves in 1830, what job does Fiona force 
Delphine to be?  

A maid to the students 

What kind of mythical beast does Queenie need to be rescued from? Minotaur 
After failing with the Minotaur, who does Marie call upon to wreak havoc on the Academy? The dead 
When the zombies attempt to get into the school, who does Madame LaLaurie see amongst the hordes 
of zombies to make her deal with the fact that she was a bad mother? 

Her daughters 

Who caused Cordelia's blindness following an acid attack? A witch hunter 
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Sentenced to burn at the stake for harming another witch, who persuades the Council of Witchcraft 
that Myrtle Snow was the one who attacked and blinded Cordelia? 

Fiona 

Following her execution, who appears and resurrects Myrtle? Misty Day 
Whilst using a spirit board to try and find Madison, which legendary serial killer do Zoe, Queenie and 
Nan end up making contact with? 

The Axeman of New Orleans 

What does the Axeman want in return for helping Zoe find Madison? He wants Zoe to release his spirit 
Whose tongue does Zoe cast a spell to restore in order to interrogate him? Spalding's 
What does Zoe do to Spalding once he admits that Fiona was Madison's murderer? Kill's him 
What does Marie offer Queenie if she brings her Delphine? To join the voodoo practitioners  
Whose head does Fiona find in a box on the porch? Delphine's 
After firstly refusing the offer of an alliance with the coven, what causes Marie to reconsider the 
offer? 

Witch Hunter Hank turns his attention to 
her voodoo tribe 

Who restores Cordelia's eyes to allow her to see again? Myrtle 
What power does Cordelia lose following the restoration of her eyes? Her second sight 
After killing several voodoo practicioners and injuring Marie, who is killed by Queenie? Hank 
What character does Stevie Nicks portray? A fictionalised version of herself 
After learning that Joan murdered Luke in his hospital bed, how does Nan seek revenge against her? Uses her powers to make Joan commit 

suicide 
What is the name of the asset management company that served as a front for an ancient order of 
witch hunters? 

Delphi Trust (AKA The Corporation) 

Who is the Gatekeeper of the Spirit World? Papa Legba 
What is the name of the test Zoe, Madison, Misty and Queenie to determine the next Supreme? The Test of the Seven Wonders 
Whose spirit remains trapped during the descensum test? Misty's 
Who is crowned the new Supreme? Cordelia 
Who does Kyle kill after she refuses to resurrect Zoe? Madison 
What are the Seven Wonders? Telekinesis, Concilium, Descensum, 

Transmutation, Pyrokinesis, Vitalum 
Vitalis, and Divination 

Who insists on being burned at the stake for harming the council? Myrtle 
Which two witches does Cordelia appoint to members of the council? Queenie and Zoe 

 


